SIUE College of Arts and Sciences 2022 Honors Day Award Recipients for the Department of Mathematics & Statistics

April 10, 2022: Front row, from left: Megan Periandri – Greg and Mary Ann Budzban Scholarship for Data Analysis and Florence A. Fanning Award; Khuyen Thi Kim Tran – The Gordon T. Chamness Memorial Award; and Trent Minder – Florence A. Fanning Award.

Back row, from left: Dr. George Pelekanos, Chair of the Department of Mathematics and Statistics; Ziteng Rao and Joseph Nilges – Matthew Samsel Graduate Assistant Fellowship in Mathematics & Statistics; Alexander Towell – The R.N. Pendergrass Graduate Student Scholarship Award; and Saahil Regmi – The Andrew O. Lindstrum, Jr. Memorial Award.

Not pictured: Adenike Babatunde – Matthew Samsel Graduate Assistant Fellowship in Mathematics & Statistics; Bach Thanh Minh Do – Outstanding Mathematics and Statistics Student Award in Honor of Michael James Fernando; Mary Dust – The R.N. Pendergrass Graduate Student Scholarship Award; Desiraii Fowler – Dr. Laura McCullough Scholarship; Atwood Huff – The Andrew O. Lindstrum, Jr. Memorial Award; Logan Rosentreter – The Clellie Curtis Oursler Senior Scholarship in Mathematics; Taylor Smith – Outstanding Senior Student in Mathematics and Statistics; and James Sweatt Jr. – Paul J. Baeske Incoming Statistics Student Scholarship.